The von Neumann cellular automaton appears in many different settings in Operations Research varying from applications in Formal Languages to Biology. One of the major questions related to it is to find a general condition for irreversibility of a class of two-dimensional cellular automata on square grids ( + -automata). This question is partially answered here with the proposal of a sufficient condition for the irreversibility of + -automata.
Introduction
A two-dimensional cellular automaton (CA) is defined as an array of n × n of cells over GF (2) . Time is introduced as a syncronous and discrete evolution of those cells. The neighbourhood of a cell c is a pre-defined set of cells which influences the state of c in the next instant of time. The von Neumann two-dimensional CA, from now on referred as + (2) is and c i,n+1 are always 0 for any non-negative integer t. Any configuration of a CA can be represented by a system of linear equations over GF (2) of the form Bx t = x t+1 , where x t and x t+1 are elements amidst a finite set with 2 n 2 different configurations, related to instants t and t + 1; and B is the adjacency matrix associated to the n × n grid graph.
Some authors consider the + as the hardest one to find inverse configurations amidst CAs with maximum neighbourhood distance 1, cf. [2] and stronger results to support this hypothesis were given recently in [10] and [14] , where the roots of such a difficulty were tracked down, i.e. the reversibility of + (2) is related to irreducible polynomials, more specifically, with Chebyshev polynomials of second kind over finite fields. These results were established by Sutner [14] , Sarkar [9] and Soma and Melo [15] . It is worth of mentioning that given a configuration of + (2) (values of the cells c t+1 i,j 's) its previous configuration (c t i,j ) can be determined by the inverse n 2 × n 2 adjacency matrix (B −1 ) over GF (2) , if such an inverse matrix exists. The main idea of this work is to avoid the whole computation of such large matrices.
It is presented here a new and more general condition for the irreversibility cases of + (2) (Theorem 2), answering, in part, a question concerning reversibility of + (2) on squares, cf. [10] .
Additionally, elementary proofs (arithmetic) of some results from [2, 5, 9] are also given, e.g. the Chebyshev polynomials generates the Sierpiński Gasket.
Canonical enumeration of polynomials
To derive the relation between the two-dimensional von Neumann cellular automata ( + (2)-automata) and the Chebyshev polynomials, the line of attack chosen is different from those presented in [2] and [14] , i.e., it is chosen here to consider the matrices (B) associated to + (1) (uni-dimensional) and + (2) to derive Sarkar and Barua's [10] canonical enumeration ( n ) via a new recurrent procedure. Notice that the uni-dimensional (n × 1, n 3) von Neumann cellular automata ( + (1)), still over GF (2) , is c t+1 i
, c 0 = c n+1 = 0 at any time t. Moreover, the adjacency matrices for the uni ((B
n ) n×n ) and two-dimensional ((B [2] n ) n 2 ×n 2 ) cases are given respectively by 
where B [2] n is given as a block matrix, I n and O n are, respectively, the identity and zero n × n matrices. A derivation of the B [2] n is given in [10] via Kronecker product. The reversibility of those automata can be detected by examining the rank of the above matrices, or what is the same, their determinants. For the one-dimensional case (n × 1), it is well known that + (1) has not inverse configurations iff n ≡ 2(mod 3), cf. [8] .
The determinant of B [2] n with n 2 × n 2 elements can be reduced to an n × n by the following recurrent procedure:
Step 1: {Block permutation}. Multiply B [2] n (to the left) by the matrixP [2] n , given bȳ
Step 2: {Determinant of transformedP [2] n · B [2] n }. Find recursively Schur's complements of matrix P [2] n [1] =P [2] n [1] · B [2] n , starting from the first identity I n , n × n block, i.e.:
and the determinant of P [2] n [1] can be expressed as
Notice that M (n 2 −n),(n 2 −n) + L(1)R(1) is also expressed in terms of Schur's complement (in GF(2)), so P [2] n [j ] can be defined recursively as
and clearly, det(B [2] n ) = det(P [2] n [1]) = · · · = det(P [2] n [n]). These polynomials matrices, formed from the recurrent procedure, do not possess the same order, i.e. there is a decrease of n in the order of the matrices for an increase of a degree in the polynomial. The correctness of the procedure is immediate and will not be shown.
The last iteration of the recurrent procedure, i.e. the nth gives a polynomial matrix of the form P
Moreover, Sarkar and Barua's 's polynomials can be derived directly from the relation between the matrix polynomials P [2] n for each value of n ∈ N and the given recurrent relation, but before, and for the sake of clarity, let it be assumed that n = P [2] n [n], x = B n , 0 = O n and 1 = I n . The Fibonacci (or Sarkar and Barua's) n 's polynomials are given by
The proof that Steps 1 and 2, in GF(2) verifies the 's polynomials (or P [2] n [n]) is trivially proved by induction wherefore it is not carried out here.
It is worth mentioning that the n 's polynomials derived here differ from [14] (the polynomials there begin with attack adopted here is different from that presented in those works i.e. there, the properties of division of polynomials over finite fields are explored. Here, Steps 1 and 2 are carried out in R instead of GF(2) and the 's polynomials, from now on are referred as 's to indicate the change of field. Moreover, these matrix polynomials recurrence in R can be readily shown to be
Chebyshev and the polynomials
It is shown now a different proof from that presented in [14] relating the Chebyshev second order polynomials (cf. e.g. [16] ) with the (n) polynomials. Notice that here x is treated as a real number instead of the P [2] n matrix in GF(2).
Theorem 1. The (x) polynomials can be expressed as Chebyshev second order polynomials.
Proof. The recurrent definition of n (x) can be rewritten as
This relation is easy to be verified by induction, since for n = 1, 0 (x) = 1 and for n := n + 1 and (2) it follows that
By doing the following change of variables x := 2 cos along with the well known identity, (cf. [3] ),
it is immediate to conclude that n (cos ) = sin(n + 1) sin which are the second order Chebyshev polynomials.
The next result gives a new irreversibility condition for the two-dimensional von Neumann CA.
Theorem 2. If the relation
is satisfied by some integers k 1 and k 2 , then the + (2) is irreversible in GF(2).
Proof. The determinants of matrices B [2] n (with n 2 × n 2 elements) and the associated polynomial n (B [1] n ) (with n × n elements) as given in (3) have the same value. Additionally, the eigenvalues of B [1] n can be easily shown to be of the form k = 1 − 2 cos k /(n + 1), k = 1, . . . , n and also it is well known that the determinant of a polynomial matrix can be given by the product of the same polynomial evaluated at the eigenvalues associated to that given matrix, cf. [6] . It is easy to see that the given condition is equivalent to k 1 + k 2 = 1. Since ( k 2 ) = (1 − k 1 ) = (2 cos k 1 /(n + 1)) = sin k 1 sin k 1 /(n + 1) = 0, the result follows.
For example, + (2) and n = 4 is irreversible (cf. Proposition 3.1 of [9] ), since for k 1 = 3 and k 2 = 1 in (5) implies:
Also, to inspect the result, notice that in GF(2) the determinant of B [2] 4 has the same value of (B (5) is sufficient, but not necessary, since in R, det B [2] n can be an even positive integer; e.g. det B [2] 
